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Part 1: H → 4l fiducial and differential results



 

3H → 4l

  

- 4 leptons in the final state, full reconstruction of Higgs kinematic variables

- small backgrounds due to requirement of 4 isolated leptons:

   ZZ, WZ, Z+jets, ttbar (S/B around 125 GeV: 1.4)

- statistically limited in run 1 due to small branching fraction: 

  18.2 expected signal events after event selection for 7+8 TeV data



 

4Background estimation in the H → 4l channel

  ZZ is estimated from MC simulation

→ very good agreement outside the signal region

WZ, Z+jets, ttbar are estimated using data control

        regions and transfer factors

In inclusive fiducial measurement:

- fit performed to the m4l distribution

In differential measurement, because of small numbers of events in each 

bin of the variable of interest:

- background estimate subtracted

  in a mass window around the Higgs peak (118-129)



 

5Overview diff XS analysis strategy (2012 data only)

  

m
H
 = 125.4

1. Select events 2. Bin in variable of interest,      
    subtract background

3. Correct for detector effects 4. Calculate cross sections
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6Variables of interest

  Higgs kinematic

Higgs pT, rapidity

→ sensitive to production mode/PDF

Higgs decay 

cosθ*, m34

→ sensitive to spin/CP

Jets

Njets, leading jet pT

→ sensitive to QCD radiation modelling

New physics could lead to discrepancies wrt. SM predictions, p.ex.

Higgs pT sensitive to modified coupling at high energies, invisible particles 

produced in association with Higgs



 

7Fiducial definitions in the H → 4l channel

  

          

1. Objects

- Higgs kinematics: Born qualities

- leptons: Born 

- Particle-level jets: reconstructed from all stable particles except muons and

          neutrinos using the anti-kT algorithm  with distance parameter R = 0.4,

          pT > 30 GeV, |y| < 4.4

2. Fiducial event selection (close to reconstructed selection)

- pT > 20, 15, 10, 6 (7) GeV for muons (electrons)

- |η| < 2.7 (2.47) for muons (electrons)

- 50 < m12 < 106 GeV; 12 < m34 < 115 GeV

- ΔR(l
i
, l

j
 ) > 0.1 (0.2) for same (opposite) flavor leptons

- m(l
i
, l

j
 ) > 5 GeV for same flavor leptons only (J/Psi veto)

- 118 < m4l  < 129 GeV

- no truth isolation requirement

- lepton pairing as in reco cutflow → allows for mispairing for leptons from W/Zs



 

8Correction for detector effects

  

MC correction factors:

 - determined from MC simulation 

- account for detector efficiencies and bin-to-bin migrations

- calculated from Powheg+Pythia8 (ggF, VBF) and Pythia8 (VH, ttH)

- mH = 125.4, SM production mode fractions

- robust at low statistics, but known bias, if signal model and 

         truth distribution different (proportional to off-diagonal terms)
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9Systematic uncertainties

  1. Background estimate

- includes shape uncertainties

- use ZZ data control region for jet variables

2. Correction factor

- mass varied between 125 and 126 GeV

- model dependence:

- vary production mode fractions

  within experimental constraints

- VBF, VH by 0.5-2x

- ttH by 0-5x



 

10Signal extraction

  

Extraction of parameters of interest (dσ/dx) using profile likelihood ratio

- proper correlation of systematics between bins and between signal, 

  background, correction factors, theory, etc.

- unfolding implemented directly within likelihood

Likelihood

Profile likelihood ratio

Compatibility with  various theory predictions evaluated using

The p-value is the fraction of toy experiments with χ2 >= observed χ2



 

11Results in the H → 4l channel

  Compared to Powheg, Minlo H+j , HRes2
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 Part 2: Combination of H → 4l and H → yy channel 



 

13Overview

  

         Combination motivated:

- check agreement between H → 4l and H → yy measurements

- combine to reduce statistical uncertainties

Extrapolate both H → 4l and H → yy cross sections to total phase space

- correct for branching fractions

- regain some model independence by assigning systematic uncertainties

         to production mode fractions

- combination actually done starting from the measured event         

          numbers to take uncertainty correlations properly into account

Variables: inclusive XS, Higgs pT, rapidity, njets, leading jet pT

Combination performed for both the cross sections and normalized shapes

Combined cross section more model independent than published signal 

strength measurements (no categories, less SM assumptions)



 

14Likelihood combination

  
1. Ingredients

H → 4l and H → yy reco selection: N
4l, reco

, N
yy, reco

Unfold the reco numbers to fiducial: c = N
fid

/N
reco

Extrapolation factor A from fiducial to total phase space 

Luminosity L, branching fractions B to determine cross sections

2. Likelihood 

- possible to include different bin granularities

- small modification for shape combination

Gaussian for H → yy 
(background subtracted)

Poisson for H → 4l
(includes simple background 
subtraction)



 

15Extrapolation from fiducial to total phase space

  

Extrapolate to inclusive phase space, removing effect of Higgs decay products

- correct for acceptance and branching fraction

→ combined cross sections valid for “stable” Higgs (before decay)

Acceptance correction:

- α
i
 = N

fid,i
/N

tot,i

- calculated from Powheg+Pythia8 (ggF, VBF) and Pythia8 (VH, ttH),

  assuming mH = 125.4 GeV

- truth jets are defined:

- excluding decay products of the Higgs 

                 (to deal with different decay topologies)

- excluding leptons (and associated FSR photons) not from 

    hadronisation (i.e. from W/Z decays)

- including neutrinos and muons from hadronisation (not 

    included in truth jets for both γγ and 4l measurements)



 

16Acceptance factors from fiducial to total phase space

  

α
i
 = N

fid,i
/N

tot,i

- correcting for soft and forward Higgs decay products

- bin migrations due to different jet definitions



 

17Uncertainties 

  

Acceptance factor uncertainties

- Higgs mass

- vary renormalization/factorization scale, reweight Higgs pT spectrum to HRes

- PDF uncertainties

- trying to account for model independence: vary production modes

- isolation in H → yy channel: vary fragmentation/underlying event 

Dominant systematic uncertainties on cross sections 

- kinematic: luminosity, background estimate

- jet variables: jet energy scale, resolution

- for shapes normalization uncertainties like 

  luminosity, branching fractions, efficiencies  do not apply

Common uncertainties are correlated between bins and channels.

Analysis is dominated by statistical uncertainties!



 

18State-of-the-art predictions from theory

  

More total 
predictions on 
the next slide



 

19Results total cross section

  

Measured cross section higher than 

all predictions

H → 4l: 35.0 ± 8.4 (stat) ± 1.8 (sys) pb

H → yy: 31.4 ± 7.2 (stat) ± 1.6 (sys) pb

Combined: 33.0 ± 5.3 (stat) ± 1.6 (sys) pb

→ μ(LHC-XS) = 1.49 

p-values:
5.5%      9.0%



 

20Cross section results in jet bins

  

Cross section higher than predictions in all bins (except for STWZ, Njets=0).

Worst agreements in 1-jet bins.



 

21Differential cross sections 

  

 



 

22Differential shapes

  

Higgs pT

Mean data: 40.1 ± 3 GeV

Mean predictions : 34 – 37 GeV



 

23Compatibility between H → 4l and H → yy results

  Very good agreement between H → 4l and H → yy results in all variables: 

p-values higher than 56%



 

24Conclusions

  Measured fiducial, differential and total cross sections in the 

H → 4l and H → yy channels 

Results in both channels agree very well

Total cross section higher than all predictions,

ratio to SM higher than couplings measurements 

(difference: no categorization, less SM assumptions)

Agreement with SM predictions not very good, but more data needed to     

confirm the discrepancies 



 

25BACKUP

  



 

26BACKUP

  

ATLAS mu H → 4l channel: 1.44 (1.7 for ggF, ttH only) – Phys Rev D 91
ATLAS mu H → yy channel: 1.17 (1.3 for ggF only) - Phys Rev D 90
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